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HIGHER ORDER CORRECTIONS IN QUANTUM 
ELECTRODYNAMICS

E.de Rafael 
CNRS - Marselle, France

There are two ways to test the validity 
of Quantum Electrodynamics ( QED): i . to
perform high energy experiments which reach
high momentum transfers; ii. to do low energy
experiments sensitive to high order corrections.
In this talk I shall restrict myself to the
second type of tests and discuss only the
purely leptonic systems i.e., the anomalous
moments of the electron and the muon; muonium
(y-ir<ci ) and posltronium ) . I am
making this choice because, at present, it is
in this where calculations of some terms which
I shall specify later would be most welcome

for a comparison between theory and experiment 
/1/
1. The anomalous magnetic moments of electron 

and muon

The CERH g-2 group has measured the muon
/2/anomaly to an accuracy of 23 p.p.m.'

4 ( ^ - 2 ) =  2?-) 1 ° =
The experiment is still in progress and an 
improvement in the accuracy by a factor 3 
is soon expected. The details of the experiment 
were reported at the SLAC Conference last year 

, hence, I shall limit myself to a review 
of the theoretical contributions . There are
two types of QED contributions to consider, 
those with one fermion type lines and those 
with two fermion type lines. Since the anomaly 
is a dimensionless quantity the contributions 
of the first type will be the same both for the 
electron and muon anomalies. Let us discuse 
them first.

The contributions from diagrams with one 
fermion type lines are known analytically to 
second and fourth-order in the electric charge. 
The sixth-order contribution, which involves 
72 Feynman diagrams, is known partially

analytically, partially numerically

(\ ’ Л1& - i,, -

The theoretical value from these second fourth 
and sixth-order contributions gives the QED 
prediction for the electron anomaly since 
diagrams with two fermion type lines are 
negligible for the electron. Then,

-I2) l‘>
= Ц г +■ <-<e + “

= 11л SkS l.V  Cc. fc) ' ' :1
where we have used for the fine structure 
constant the value

= 1 $ ? .O .b b ~ r t7 (2 3 )w u't:
obtained from the 't/к Josephson measurements 
and the recent determination of the gyromagnetic 
ratio of the proton in water . This value



Induces an error +0.2x10“  ̂ in the QED result.
The most accurate experimental result Is still 
the Wesley-Rioh measurement

in good agreement with the QED result quoted 
above.

There is an experimental group working 
at the University of Washington of Seattle 
(Tan Dyck Jr.R., Eckstrom P. and Dehmelt H.) 
which has recently built a monoelectron 
oscillator system which provides a new technique 
to measure (X^ , They already reached an 
accuracy of 5 p.p.m. with a result consistent 
with the QED value. It appears veiy likely that 
with this new technique they will improve the 
present accuracy in the Q g  measurements by 
one or two orders of magnitude. If that is the 
case, the electron anomaly may well become the 
best souroe to determine provided a full
analytic calculation of the sixth-order and some 
limits of error of the eigth-order contributions 
are available. ( There is room for many theoretici
ans).

In the case of the muon anomaly, the 
contributions from diagrams with two fermion 
type lines are very important. They give powers 
of tin. (m /пЛ factors and therefore they are 
the dominant terms at a given order in .
The best evaluation that we have at present of 
the QED contributions to the muon anoualy is

. 1 ± 1,2 ,

accuracy required by the muon _ij - 2. experiment. 
The most recent estimate gives

.-Э( ^ ( . W b o ' 9  = (c-6. i  - э . ч )  » / i ;
This includes an evaluation of the usual fourth- 
-order corrections (70.2+8.0)xl0“  ̂ assuming 
asymptotic freedom for the total 
hadrons cross section, as well as an estimate 
of the sixth-order corrections (-3.5+1.4)xl0“9.

The contribution to the muon anomaly to weak 
interactions depends on the choice of gauge model.
In the Salaa-Welnberg model /4/

Cy(Ue«.\it b = (2 .1 X 0 .2 ) * Ю~Э'

The total theoreti cal v a l u e  f o r  the m u o n  
a no m a l y  is the refore

fi (Tu) =  (4**5920.6 ±12.3)* iO~B
in good agreement with the experimental result. 
In view of the jStture improvement of the 
experimental accuracy, it would be nice to have 
a complete calculation of all the eight-order 

/rvyterms.

2. U u o n i u m

The muonlum hyperfine structure has now
been measured /10/ to an accuracy of

CyCGF-t) = iO

The first line is the result A^CQED) plus 
fourth and sixth-order diagrams involving 
both muon and electron lines //S// * The second 
line is the best estimate of the corresponding 
eighth-order diagrams. This Includes the 
calculation of all the (m* /»\fr) and Йд (by A^) 
terms, most of the fcoj terms, and a limit
of error from uncalculated /tn^terms .

Corrections due to hadronlc vacuum pola
rization are also Important at the level of

o.3 p.p.m.

ДЛ>(Е»р) { 1 . 4 ) fcNa .

For an interesting comparison with theory, 
terms of relative order ( with respect *o the 
Fermi formula) n\e /rvĵ ■ (2^) due to relativls- 
tio recoil corrections, and of order 
due to self energy effects should be calcula
ted. At present, using the determination of the 
fundamental constants at its best one can
wr i t e /Ю /

A^(Tk) 1:6p. p >n.)
л 10* ftm

and obtain the ratio of muon to proton magnetic 
moments; and muon to electron mass to an 
accuracy of 0.8 p.p.m.:
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3. Positronluin

The radiative corrections to the decay of 
the orthoposltronlura, the a=l !S ̂ £*6.

hound state, have now been completed
Г  d  , - a f )  -  2 L ^  f  (  i T - . O  Q f  +  ( 1  a  -4 ', 1ъ )~  j

-(C.?2V2 ьес_/.

There are two experimental results to compare 
with
f y lW  ^  = 0.?2?5 «а") *Ю\&с.'*

r4 C '^  * ) - 0 l ^ LLis) л "Г
A more precise numerical estimate of the 
radiative corrections and more accurate experi
ments would be very welcome.

There are also two recent measurements of 
the positronium ground state spliting

20-J3?7c' [ I b)(cMi ,  te./ -i S '
дЕ (1 *>, 1 l 0  у  ^  * fc

which urgently call for a recalculation of the 
terms as well as the Ы ^“wterms.

In preparing this talk I have benefited 
from conversations with R.Barbieri, J.Bersabeu,
L.S.Brown, J.Calmet and E.Picasso.
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